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Abstract 
Balcar, B. and P. Simon, Reaping number and n-character of Boolean algebras, Discrete 
Mathematics 108 (1992) 5-12. 
For every Boolean algebra B the minimal n-character of an ultrafilter on B is at most 2”, 
where r, is the reaping number of B. An example of B is given for which r*(B) < 
min{q(U): U E W(B)}. 
For an integer k 2 2 define a kth reaping number of a Boolean algebra B to be 
rk(B) = min{]X]: X c B & (V partition P of 1 with IPI d k) 
(3p E P)(3x E X)0 <x cp}. 
r*(B) is called a refinement number by Vaughan [7], a reaping number by 
Goldstern and Shelah [5] and a weak density by Bozeman [l] and Burke [4]. The 
present authors have studied the relations between r,, n-character of ultrafilters 
on B and the density n(B) of B in [2]. One can see immediately from the 
definitions that 
~(8) d r3( B) s . . . s q(B) s n(B) 
In our previous paper we have shown that r*(B) = min{xx(L/): U E Ult(B)} 
provided that the Boolean algebra in question is either homogeneous or 
complete. Our aim now is to prove that the above inequality can be sharp, i.e., to 
find a Boolean algebra B with r*(B) < r3(B) and to show that the gap between r, 
and nx cannot be too large. 
The notation used in the paper is the standard one. The Boolean operations 
will be denoted by v (join) and A (meet). Ult(B) denotes the Stone space of a 
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Boolean algebra B and the completion of B is denoted by Compl(B). If B is a 
Boolean algebra and X c B, then X+ will be stand for X\(O). For u E B, 
x 1 u={xAu:xEX}. 
We shall say that a set Y c B is dense below X, if 
(Vx E Xf)(3y E Y’)(y s x). 
A set dense below B is called a n-base of B; the smallest size of a n-base is called 
a n-weight of B and is denoted by n(B). If CJ is a ultrafilter on B and X is dense 
below U, then X is called a local Jr-base of U. The x-character of an ultrafilter U 
is nx( U) = min{ 1x1: X is dense below U}. For unexplained notation, see e.g. [6]. 
Notation and definition 1. Let B be a Boolean algebra. The set of all partitions of 
the unity of B will be denoted by Part(B). If k is a positive integer, then 
Part,(B) = {P E Part(B): IPI s k}, 
and 
Partri,(B) = {P E Part(B): P is finite}. 
For 2 6 k < o, define 
rk(B) = min{ 1x1: X c B+ & (VP E Partk(B))(3p E P)(3x E X)(x sp)}. 
Similarly, 
r‘i”(B) = min{JX(: X c Bf & (VP E Part,,,(B))(+ E P)(~x E X)(X sp)}. 
Definition 2. Let B be a Boolean algebra, X c Bf. Call an element u E B to be 
independent with respect to the set X, if both u and -u meet each x E X, i.e., 
(VXEX)(XAUfO#XA--U). 
It is clear that r*(B) is the minimal size of a subset of B such that no element in 
B is independent with respect to it. The next proposition is easy, however, the 
fact itself seems to be important. We shall repeat the proof from [2] for the sake 
of completeness. 
Proposition 3. Let B be a Boolean algebra. Then rtin(B) = min{nx(U): U E 
Ult(B)}. 
Proof. If X is a local Jr-base of an ultrafilter U and P is a finite partition of 1, 
then there is some p E U fl P and hence we have an x E X+ with x up. So 
r&B) s min{nx(U): U E Ult(B)}. 
To show the opposite inequality, let Xc Bf be such that for every finite 
partition P there is a p E P and an n E X with x sp. For every partition P let 
wp = V{p E P: (3x E X)x cp}. 
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It is obvious that the family F = {w,,: P E Partfin( has the finite intersection 
property, because every finite set of finite partitions has a refinement by a finite 
partition. Let U 3 F be an arbitrary ultrafilter, u E U. The element w(~,_~) must 
meet u, therefore for some x E Xf we have x d u. We have verified that X is 
dense below I/. 0 
The first one from the two main results of this note reads as follows. 
Theorem 4. For every Boolean algebra B, r,,(B) s pcB). 
The proof will be preceded by a trivial exercise. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that a set K c Z* (the letter Z stands for the set of all integers) 
satisfies the following: 
(i) (V(i, j) E K)i 6j (or (i’) (V(i, j) E K)i 3 j); 
(ii) if (i, j) E K, then there is some k E L with (k, i) E K; 
(iii) whenever (i, j) E K, then [{k E Z: (k, j) E K}I 3 2. 
If K is non-empty, then K is infinite. 
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction, suppose that K is finite and nonvoid. Then 
there is some j E Z such that for some i E Z, (i, j) E K and j is the smallest such. 
By (iii), there are i,) < i , with (io, j) E K, (i,, j) E K. By (ii), for some k E Z, 
(k, i,J E K and by (i), i. <j, a contradiction with the choice of j. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since there is nothing to prove for B with atoms, assume 
that r*(B) is infinite. As a direct consequence of the definitions, one has 
r&B) = sup{r,,(B): 2 G n < w}. 
Hence it is enough to show that for every 2 G n < o, r,(B) c T(n). 
Fix n and let X c B+ be a family of size r*(B) such that for each partition of 
unity {po, p,} there is some i < 2 and some nonzero x E X with x <pi. Set 
x0 = x. 
By a transfinite induction, for (Y < (2rZcB))+, find a family X, as follows. 
If (Y is a limit ordinal, then X, = lJp<orXg. 
If LY = fi + 1 and X, is known, we assume that IX,\ < YzcB). If X, witnesses to 
r,(B), we are done. In the opposite case there is a partition Pa = 
{P& PK . . . , pE_,} such that for every nonzero x E X,, 
I{i<n:x Apa#O}I>2. 
Let X, = X, U {x A p”: x E X, i <n}. Clearly, IX,1 < IX,1 * 1x1 . n s 2rzcB). This 
completes the inductive definitions. 
In order to prove that r,(B) s 2rz(B), it is enough to show that the induction 
cannot proceed (2rZ(B))+ steps. 
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Suppose not. Then for every (Y < (2’2(B))+, there is a partition P, = {pg: i <n} 
such that every nonzero element of X, meets at least two members of P,. 
For cr < /3 < (2r2(B))+, put 
n-l 
G.P = jy, lg,~l A P? and u,,~ = I- G,~+ 
By the choice of X, for every 2-partition {u,,~$, v,,~} there is some 0 <x,,~ E X 
such that either xol,p s u,.[~ or xc,,B G v~,+ Denote 
K a,B= {(i,j):x,,l, ApPApffO}. 
By the Erdiis-Rado theorem (2”)++ (K+): there is some H c (2rzcR))+ of size 
rZ(B)+? some x E X and a subset K c n* such that for every a < p < (2Q(‘))+, 
cu, /3 E H, one has x@,~~ =x and K,,, = K. 
Let us notice that the set K is non-empty, because x # 0. Moreover, K satisfies 
(i), (ii) and (iii) from Lemma 5: (i) (or (i’)) follows immediately from the 
definition of ua,+ 
Suppose (i, j) E K and choose arbitrary LY < /3 < y in H. Then x A pf A p,? # 0, 
consequently, x A pf # 0. However, 
n-1 
x”Pf=x A li\J,pf( Apky, 
thus there is some k with x A pky A pf # 0. Obviously, (k, i) E K as p, y E H. 
Therefore (ii) holds, too. 
Finally, suppose (i, j) E K and choose ff < p, cy, /3 E H. Then x A pp A pf # 0 
and x ~pg E X,. Since the induction did not stop at the Pth step, 
J{k<n:x Ap,?Ap&#o}~~2. 
We have verified (iii) from Lemma 5 and may conclude, that a set K &n* is 
infinite, a contradiction. 0 
Example. There exists a Boolean algebra B such that r*(B) = o, r3(B) = w,. 
Proof. Let us denote by F the free Boolean algebra on w, generators, let C be 
the weak product of countably many copies of F. We shall construct B as a 
subalgebra of Compl(C), C E B s Compl(C), with the intention that the family 
of all units of copies of F will witness to r,. 
Let us start by fixing some notation. The free Boolean algebra F is generated 
by the independent family of 2-partitions {a(&, i): (Y E w,, i E (0, l}}. For a finite 
set Is w, and a mapping q : I+ (0, l}, we shall denote by [q] the element of F 
defined as 
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The weak product of a family {F,: n E o} is the algebra 
(C,:I~EW)E n F,:eitherI{nEW:c,#1,}1<~ or 
ntw 
where each F, is isomorphic to F and 0, (l,, resp.) denotes the zero (unity, resp.) 
element of F,. Notice that in C, there is a partition {d,: II E w} of unity such that 
C 1 4 =F, namely,d,=(c,:kEw), wherec,=l,, c,=O,fork#n. 
For aeF, we shall use the notation a, for an element 
(0, 0, 0, . . . , a, 0, 0, . . . ) E C, where a occurs on the nth place. 
Let A = {A,,,: a: E w,, k E o} be an independent family of partitions of o, i.e., 
for every LY E w,, {Aa.k: k E o} is a partition of o and for every finite set J 5 w, 
and every mapping f : .I--+ co, the intersection nneJ A,,f,,, is infinite. 
For (Y<w,, let us define three elements b(cu, 0), h(cu, l), h(cu, 2) E CornpI 
by induction. 
For Ly=O we put 
b(O, 0) = V{a(O, O),: n •4~~1 v V{a(O, l)n: n E&,~), 
b(O) I) = V{a(O, O),: 40, l),:n~~~,&.~ , > I 
Let Q( > 0 and suppose that b(P, i) for /? < (Y, i E (0, 1, 2) are known. 
The inductive assumptions are the following: 
(i) For every /3< (Y, {b(/3, 0), b(P, l), b(P, 2)) is a partition of 1 in 
ComphC), 
(ii) For every /I < (Y, i E (0, 1, 2) and for every n E o the element b(p, i) A d,, 
belongs to the subalgebra of C 1 d, generated by {a(E, 0),, a(lf, l),,: 5 G p}. 
Let Y be the set of all mapping r#, which satisfy (a) and (b) below. 
(a) For some finite K & L-X, dom 11) = K{O, 1, 2}, 
(b) rng V%‘{O, I, 2)\{(0,0>, (1, I>, (2,2)). 
Since a is a countable ordinal, the set Y is at most countable. So we may and 
shall consider the set {A,,,: k E w} to be indexed by Y: 
{Aa.k: k E w} = {A,,.: q E Y}. 
(In the case of finite Y, let one w repeat in the indexation.) 
We shall define b(cr, i) by describing its trace on d,. 
For n E w there is a unique r/j E Y such that n E A,,,. Let K s (Y be the finite 
set such that dom r# = K{O, 1, 2). If h E K{O, 1, 2}, then by (ii), 
//seKb(j3, h(p)) A d,, belongs to the subalgebra of C r d, generated by 
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{a(& O),, 45, l)n: E< (~1. H ence we are allowed to define 
i E (0, 11, h E K{O, 1, ‘9, W)(j) = i>. 
It is obvious that (i) and (ii) remain to hold true. 
Let B be the subalgebra of Compl(C) generated by C U {b(cr, i): (Y E ml, i E 
(0, 1, 2)). 
Let us show first that r3(B) = ml. Notice that if X G BC witnesses to r3, then we 
are allowed to assume that for every x E X there is some n E w with x G d,, 
because the family {y E B+: n E w: y G d,} is dense in B. If [XI< o,, we have to 
find a partition P = {po, pl, pz} of 1 such that for no x E X and for no pi E P we 
have x 5~;. Clearly, for every x E X with x G d,, there is some a(x) < wi such that 
x belongs to the subalgebra of B 1 d, generated by 
(46, j)n: E < a(x), j e (0, 1)). 
Let a>sup{cu(x): x EX}. Then P = {b(a, 0), b(cu, l), b(a, 2)) is the desired 
partition: if x E X, x s d, and n E A,,,,, choose h E K{O, 1, 2) (=dom I@) such that 
Since q(h) = (io, i,) with i,, fi,, we havex ~b(a, i,,)#O#x ~b(m, i,) by our 
choice of (Y, by (ii) and by the definition of b(ar, i). 
Finally, let us show that r2(B) = co. We claim that for every partition 
P = {po, pl} in the algebra B there is some n E w and i E (0, l} with d, <pi, so 
the family {d,: n E o} witness to the equality r2(B) = w. 
It should be clear that the only nontrivial cases reduce to the following pattern 
of partitions P = {p,,, p,}: There is some finite K 5 w, such that the partition 
ImoK b(a, h(a)): h E “(0, 1,2)} 
refines P. Call such a partition P to be an interesting partition depending on K. 
The proof will go by an induction on the size of K. 
[Kl = 1, i.e., K = {a}. Then there are io# i,, io, i, E (0, 1, 2) and j E (0, 1) 
such that pi = b(a, io) v b(cu, i,). Define a mapping $I : ‘2-+ 2{0, 1, 2) by ~(0) = 
( io, i, ) . Clearly I# e Y. 
If n EA,.~, then a(&, 0), G b(cu, io) and ~(a, l),, G b(a, i,), so 
d, = ~(a, 0), v a((~, l)n cp,. 
Notice that this holds for every n E A,,,; so we can formulate the inductive 
assumption as follows: For every finite K 5 co, of size not greater than s and for 
every interesting partition P = {po, p,} depending on K, there is some j E (0, l} 
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such that the set {n E o: & cpj} meets every member of the subalgebra of P(o) 
generated by {A,,,: k E CO, max K < (Y < o,} in an infinite set. 
Induction step: Suppose IKl = s + 1 and let P = {pO, pl} be an interesting 
partition depending on K. Let us write 
K={P,,<P,<...<Ps-,<~}, L=K\{cu}. 
We shall define an interesting partition Q = {qo, 4,) depending on L to be 
qj = V o$.L b(Bt h(P)): h E L{O, 122) & l{i E (0, 192): o$L b(P, h(P)) 1 
By the inductive assumption, there is some j. E (0, l} such that the set 
S = {n E w: d, s qj,,} meets every Aor,k in an infinite set. In particular, IS fl 
A,,,J = w, where ~JI is the mapping from ‘(0, 1, 2) to 2{0, 1,2}\ 
{(O,O), (1, l), (2,2)} defined by v(h) = (io, i,), whenever h E ‘(0, 1, 2) is 
such that &z. b(P, h(P)) s qj,, and i,), i, are distinct and such that 
v(h) = (0, 1) otherwise. 
If n ES~A,,, and h E ‘(0, 1, 2) satisfies d,, A AstL b(P, h(P)) # 0, then 
ApeL b(p, h(P)) c qi,,, because d, c qj,,. But then 
a(a) O), A ,?L b(P, h(P)) c b(a, q(h)(O)) A ,/“JL b(P, h(P)) C Pjo 
as well as 
~(a, l)n A ,,/I.I. b(P, h(P)) c b(a, V(h)(l)) A oAL b(P, h(P)) c Pi,,. 
E 
Consequently d, spj,,. It remains to notice that S C-IA,., meets every member of 
the algebra generated by {AE,k: k E w, cx < is < o,} in an infinite set. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Remarks. (a) It may be tempting to try to construct the algebra B with 
r*(B) = o, r3(B) > o in a simpler way. For instance, start with a weak product C 
of free algebras F, as above, then fix some independent family on o, say 
{An,k: a E WI, k E (0, 1, 2)) and define 
b(LY, i) = V{a(a, O),: n E A,.;} v V{a(cu, l)n: n E A,,j, j = i + 1 mod 3). 
This kind of approach cannot work, as the resulting B will be homogeneous and 
consequently, Q(B) = Q(B). 
(b) The reader is requested to check that in the example, w and o, can be 
everywhere replaced by K and K+ for an infinite cardinal K, in order to get an 
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algebra B with r*(B) = K, r3(B) = K+. However, we have no idea how to get a B 
with r3(B) = lFc8). 
(c) In the example, the family {d,: II E CO}, which was used to verify that 
r, = o, was disjoint. This is by no means an accident. If CO = r2(B) < r3(B), then 
for every u E B+, n(B 1 u) > w, hence every countable subset of B has a disjoint 
refinement. 
Added in proof. Recently, A. Dow, J. Steprans and S. Watson improved our 
Theorem 4 to rfi,(B) s (r,(B))+. M ore details as well as a more general example 
than that of us can be found in their nice paper ‘Reaping number of Boolean 
algebras’, to appear. 
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